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Executive Summary

A seabed-mounted ADCP collected current velocity data in Whycocomagh Bay through winter
2020. The ADCP was deployed and recovered at the agreed upon location without issue. The
ADCP data are of very good quality, as evidenced by the good values obtained for platform tilt,
ADCP QA/QC metrics (i.e., echo intensity, correlation, and percent good), and error velocity. The
ADCP-measured temperature (near the seabed) is close to the temperature at the bottom of an
ice-covered freshwater lake, consistent with the ice cover present for the majority of the data
collection period. Horizontal and vertical speeds are generally small – less than 50 cm/s and
largely less than 10 cm/s over time and through a majority of the water column.
This report provides a summary of the deployment parameters, QA/QC results, and summary
plots of the current velocity metrics. The full set of files, including configuration files, raw ADCP
output, and post-processed data, are available through FTP link. The post-processed data,
generated using the ADCP manufacturer’s software, contain comprehensive velocity statistics.
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Background and Deployment Parameters

The Centre for Marine Applied Research (CMAR) commissioned the Fundy Ocean Research
Centre for Energy (FORCE) to deploy one (1) seabed-mounted acoustic Doppler current profiler
(ADCP) in Whycocomagh Bay, Nova Scotia in winter 2020 (see Figure 1). The plan was to deploy
the ADCP on a plateau within the region of interest. The target location was hit, and the ADCP
deployed and recovered without issue (see Table 1).
Figure 2 shows a schematic of the platform (in which the ADCP was mounted) and its ground line,
and Figure 3 shows a photograph of the platform/ADCP in the process of deployment. No float
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line and surface float were used, as a tertiary recovery mechanism, because of the expectation
of ice cover the site.

Figure 1: The Whycocomagh Bay ADCP deployment location: in Google Earth (left) and on a Navionics bathymetry map (right).
The bathymetry map shows the ‘plateau’ on to which the platform was successfully deployed.

Table 1: Deployment Parameters for Whycocomagh Bay ADCP Deployment, Winter 2020
Parameter

Value

Notes

ADCP

Sentinel V100

Manufacturer: Teledyne Marine

ADCP sampling frequency
Deployment/Recovery
location

0.2 Hz continuous

Deployment time

14-Dec-2019, 09:30 AST

Recovery time

30-Apr-2020, 09:30 ADT

45.9466˚N, 61.1293˚W
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The target, deployment, & recovery
locations were identical.

Figure 2: Schematic of the ADCP platform, with ADCP (blue head) and float recovery mechanism, and the ground line/clump
weight. No float line/surface buoy (i.e., tertiary recovery) was used because of the expectation of ice cover.

Figure 3: Deployment of the ADCP platform into Whycocomagh Bay on Dec 14, 2019.
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Raw Data

Raw data (in ADCP-native ‘pd0’ format) and configuration files (configuration ‘pln’ file and
screenshots
from
the
configuration
GUI)
are
contained
in
‘Whycocomagh_Bay_ADCP_2020_Raw.zip’. For convenience, configuration screenshots are
reproduced in Appendix A.
Note: Data were saved in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).
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Post-processing

The raw data from the Sentinel V were processed in Teledyne’s ‘Velocity’ software, by setting the
averaging
parameters
as
listed
in
Table
2.
The
outputted
file
‘Whycocomagh_Bay_ADCP_2020_Post-processed.txt’ contains the comprehensive set of QA/QC
metrics and averaged metrics, including velocity metrics. Note that wave metrics are included in
this file, but they are not physically relevant because of the ice cover at the site.
Table 2: Averaging Parameters for Whycocomagh Bay ADCP Deployment, Winter 2020
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Parameter

Value

Notes

Averaging interval
ADCP altitude above
bottom/seabed

10 minutes

120 samples/averaging interval

Magnetic declination

-17°

Outputted velocities (and other metrics)
are referenced to geographic north

Coordinate system

Earth

East-North-Up (ENU) coordinate system

0.5 m

QA/QC

QA/QC metrics include platform tilt; the ADCP QA/QC metrics of echo intensity, correlation, and
percent good; and error velocity. In this section, tilt and ADCP QA/QC metrics are examined; error
velocity is examined in Section 7: Averaged Current Velocities.
Figure 4 shows time series of orientation. The platform’s tilt (i.e., pitch and roll) is below 10°, as
is optimal for data collection from a seabed-mounted ADCP. There is a slight heading drift, of
approximately 1.5° over the course of the deployment, that could reflect a slight
movement/gradual settling of the platform.
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Figure 4: Time series of orientation. Tilt values are excellent for sampling of velocity through the water column.

Standard ADCP-derived QA/QC metrics – echo intensity, correlation, and percent good – are
considered. Their definitions are as follows:
•

Echo Intensity (dB): Measure of return signal strength.

•

Correlation (counts): A measure of how much the particle distribution has changed
between phase measurements. The default threshold is 64 counts, such that single ping
values with a correlation count below this value would be discarded.

•

Percent Good (%): The percentage of single ping raw data within the averaging window
(i.e., 10 minutes) with four good beams, according to user-defined thresholds (Figure 5).
Within each averaging window, only the valid data are used to compute the averaged
data (except for the averaged correlation and averaged echo intensity).

The values of echo intensity, correlation, and percent good – shown in Figs. 6-8 – are consistent
with high quality ADCP data. Specifically, echo intensity and correlation values lie well above
their lower bounds (on quality) and there is excellent consistency across ADCP beams. Percent
good is largely near 100% (there are instances where percent good temporarily drops). Another
QA/QC metric – the error velocity – is considered in Section 7: Averaged Current Velocity.
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Figure 5: The filters applied in determining 'Percent Good'.

Figure 6: Averaged echo intensity (dB). The beams have good values of echo intensity.
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Figure 7: Averaged correlation count. The correlations are very good.

Figure 8: Percent good. Values are mostly good, although there are (short, sporadic) periods where percent good is lower (i.e.,
where more individual measurements (ADCP pings) are discarded and, hence, less values are used in calculating averages).
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Temperature

Figure 9 shows ADCP-recorded temperature. Through the majority of the data collection period,
starting almost immediately after deployment on Dec. 14, there was ice cover above the ADCP.
As is well understood, the temperature at the bottom of an ice-covered fresh water lake is
approximately 4°C (e.g., https://www.britannica.com/science/lake-ice). For Whycocomagh Bay,
ADCP-measured temperature remained at around 3.2°C for the duration of the deployment, until
there was a temperature drop in mid-April, presumably coinciding with the break-up of the ice
cover.

Figure 9: ADCP-measured Temperature near the seabed in Whycocomagh Bay, winter 2020.
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Averaged Current Velocity

As discussed in Section 4, the data were processed in Teledyne’s Velocity software, using the
averaging parameters in Table 2. The figures shown here are generated using FORCE scripts.
Figure 10 shows speeds through the water column and over time. Speeds are low, never
exceeding 50 cm/s, and largely falling below 10 cm/s, over the section of water column
considered (and shown) and over the duration of the deployment.
Figure 11 shows that (geographic) north velocity dominates over east velocity.
Figure 12 shows up and error velocities. Error velocity (‘Vel err’) is defined as the vertical velocity
calculated from the slant beams (‘Vel up’) subtracted from the velocity calculated from the
middle/upwards-facing beam. Ideally, error velocity values are very small. For Whycocomagh
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Bay, they are indeed small, but since Vel up is also small, up and error velocity magnitudes are
comparable. However, Vel err does not have discernible structure across depth and time; i.e., it
has a white noise-like structure, whereas Vel up (and Vel east and north) has clear structure.
Consistent with the other QA/QC metrics, Vel err indicates that the ADCP collected quality
velocity data.

Figure 10: Speed plots. The bottom plot shows speed time series at 21.6 metres above seabed (masb).
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Figure 11: Components of horizontal velocity – east & north – and horizontal velocity direction (referenced to geographic north)
against depth (metres above seabed) and time.

Figure 12: Up and error velocity. See text for details.
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Appendix A: Screenshots of the ADCP Configuration GUI
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